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-Continue to run PSA’s for Kinship.

-Continue PSA campaign for drunk driving.

-KPRM/KDKK Radio continues to run numerous PSA’s concerning various topics.  With the 
change of the season some would include thin ice, snowmobiling safety, snow plow.  Carbon 
monoxide throughout the months of Oct-currently..

_We continue on our local talk show to discuss Obama Care and the negative impact it is having 
on people.  We keep our phone lines open on our locakl talk show 5 days a week for a half hour 
to take their calls.  Lots of debate, but not necessarily solutions. 

-We did some  thin ice PSA”s again as we had huge issues with ice forming and then rain 
messing it up.  Had local Sheriff Deputy and Emergency Mananger on air for ½ hour program 
addressing this issue. 

-Started snow and trail reports in December even thou we don't have much snow yet.  Talking 
about safety, rules and to all the clubs to get everyone up to speed. 
 
-We are working with the local area Youth program on students remaining chemical free and 
running PSA’s writin and produced by them.

-  With the slowing economy, we participated and promoted the Park Rapids Chamber Jingle Bell
Promotion.  We encouraged people to shop Park Rapids.
 
-Ran numerous PSA”s about Duck Hunting and Deer hunting to warn people about hunting and 
wearing orange.

-Interviewed individuals on fundraising efforts for Hospice in the Park Rapids area.

-Interviewed individuals on Breast Cancer awareness.

-Cancer is huge in our area and we continue to do a Hospice program and inform people of the 
benefits of Hospice.  We help raise money through news stories on the air for the Light Up a Bulb
campaign.

-Will be airing program with the Hubbard Co Emergency management director and discuss some 
topics for winter and other information.

-Fire with a local person who does taps at all the military funerals in town.  Did as big radio 
campaign to help raise money so that he could get into a new trailer home by winter as he was 
living in a camper.

-Mulitple benefits for people with fires, medical issues, cancer...we run ads for them and no 
charge to help with the attendance at their benefits.  

Respectfully submitted:
Bernie Schumacher Station Manager KPRM/KDKK Radio
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